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CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF SERVICE IN HAITI

What a year! I'll spare you all the cliches
and platitudes about the challenges of
2020. It was hard on all fronts. Espwa
faced challenges like every other
nonprofit organization looking to serve
in practical and loving ways during a
global pandemic. Our efforts have been
focused in Cap Haitien, Haiti over the
past 10 years and this was the first year
not a single Espwa team member
traveled there. We missed seeing our
friends and spending time in the country
that we have come to love so much.

support a local Pastor as he shared the and serving as best we knew how.
Good News to his Haitian brothers and We've increased our impact through
sisters. All these accomplishments could various projects and continue to seek
not have happened without your faith- out new opportunities.
ful support. Thank you!
ESPWA means ‘hope’ in Along the way, we've
Espwa started as a
Creole and this is what grown our volunteer
small group of people
leadership team to a
this organization has
(3), who were so
really done, it brings hope talented group of individimpacted by time spent
to all those people who uals (7) dedicated to our
in Haiti, they got
mission. We've become a
would not have the
together and asked,
serious vehicle for good
economic capacity to go to
"How can we make a
as we not only try to love
a private hospital in order
difference?" We started
& serve but empower &
to receive the necessary invest. As our team looks
We did not miss a beat with our mission with a medical focus as
care when they are sick. forward, we want to
this past year because of your support
we supported a small
~ Dr. Paul Rodlin “Roro” continue to make a
of Espwa. We covered the education of medical clinic in village
over 20 children and supported their
that had no access to
positive impact with those
families. We were able to continue the
health care. Then we took a few
we aim to serve. We want to continue to
support of a doctor and a medical clinic medical trips with medical professionals. expose the beauty of Haiti and its
in a village with great need. We invested Then we just decided to keep going
people. We want to invest in the Haitian
in new small businesses and encourback. We kept "showing up" and
entrepreneurs and leaders who keep
aged young Haitian entrepreneurs. We brought people along to meet some
striving for a better Haiti. All this work
were able to put the finishing touches on really special people and visit a beauti- and effort is something our team still
a house for a family of 10 and they
ful country. There's no grand moment
very much feels called to 10 years
finally moved in. We continued to pay or miracle that happened. Of course we later. As you look at the timeline on the
the salaries of two support staff at a
learned so much along the way - how
following pages, please know you
local hospital serving in a region where couldn't we? In fact, I'm embarrassed by played a role in all of these efforts. We
health care is challenging. We also
what we used to think was "helpful" to
could not do it without you. Espwa
partnered with a like-minded organiza- our friends in Haiti. However, we kept
leaves 2020 filled with gratitude and a
tion and brought clean water to a
telling the stories of our friends, kept
feeling of optimism for 2021.
community. And finally, we continued to traveling to Haiti, kept learning, loving
Chris Pfeiffer, Executive Dir.
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2020 Fundraising
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Jennifer Schmidt coordinated
Espwa’s first ever Giving Tuesday
campaign. Typically, Giving Tuesday
Activities
happens on the first Tuesday after
Like countless other nonprofits,
Thanksgiving. Jen’s fundraiser,
Espwa was required to scale back its
conducted over Facebook and the
fundraising efforts in 2020. In
Espwa donor platform, yielded
August, the third annual Ride the
$1,212.06 that will be used to
GAP shifted from a three-day bicycle
support St. Anthony’s Medical Clinic
trek over the Great Allegheny
in Cap Haitien.
Passage (that’s the “GAP”) to a
single-day ride in observation of
Ride the GAP and the successful
social distancing and other COVID “Hoops for Haiti” events plan to
protocols. Twenty riders participat- return later this year. Stay tuned for
ed, and together raised over
all of the 2021 opportunities! Thank
$10,000 for the Espwa general
you for your continued support of
fund. In late October, Executive
our events and initiatives.
Director Chris Pfeiffer got back on
his bike for a metric century ride
(that’s about 62 miles, for those of
us still on the imperial system of
measurement). Centuries are a big
deal for cyclists, and so was Chris’
for Espwa: with his day-long effort,
he shattered his fundraising goal
and brought in $6,374.04. To cap
off the year, Medical Director

ESPWA Financial Information*

$59,259
Gross income in fiscal year ending 2020

Fiscal Year 2020 Expenses
Program: $71,908
Administrative: $7,609
Fundraising: $426

$-20,684**
Net Income (Deficit)
*All figure estimates pending fiscal record close
**With decreased fundraising, but increased
need, the Board chose to use reserve funds to
maintain project progress.

“ESPWA represents hope in my life and my ministry.” ~ Pastor Benjamin
OUR MISSION AND VALUES
ESPWA exists to develop projects that empower the
people of Haiti, alleviate poverty, build
relationships, and ultimately encourage hope
through Christ’s love. In carrying out our mission,
we observe the following values:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We are Christ-focused.
We are committed to the poor.
We believe everything begins with relationships
We act as good stewards.
We recognize partnerships are critical to

accomplishing our mission.
6. We work with local leaders and indigenous
churches.
7. Our goal is to create sustainable solutions for
poverty alleviation.
8. We strive for excellence in all we do.

DID YOU KNOW?
You can become a monthly donor to
ESPWA! Help us maintain continuous
support of our programs through
automatic monthly giving. Visit the
website for more details.
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